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Thursday, February 1, 1996

Central Washington University

Campus news
at a glance-

Fire leaves
five in the
freeze

Sprechen Sie Duetsch?
People interested in
learning about .other cultures
or foreign languages can
become a volunteer conversation partner with ESL
students. For more infomiation, call 963-1375 or go to
Special Services room 168.

In the dead of winter with tempera~
tures dipping below zero several
Central Washington University
students got burned out of their house.
With no renter's insurance five
people, four of whom are Central
students, lost almost everything when
their rental house at 807 N. "C" St.
was ravaged by an early Sunday
morning fire.
When the fire broke out, the
residents, Chris Gaidos, Brian Hopper,
Daniel Baldoz, Rick Reese and John
Burkhart w.ere not at home.
Neighbors noticed the fire sometime
around I a.m. and called 9 I l immediately.
As the paper w.ent to press there was
· no official word as to why the house
caught fire and was engulfed with
flames so quickly.

Would you like fries with , '
that?
The Career Development
Center has announced that
spring interview opportunities are just around the
corner. Seniors are invited
to come into the center to
look at the different job
opportunities available. Call
963-1980 or stop ·by Barge
204M for more information.
More Kudos to our 'Cats
Today at 5:30 p.m. in Club
Central, the I 995 Wildcat
football team will be honored
in a special ceremony.
Speakers at the event include
Coach Jeff Zenisek, the
football team captains and
ASCWU President Brian
Dolman. The event is open
to the public and everyone is
encouraged to attend.
Glover postpones performance
The Feb. 8 performance by
actors Danny Glover and
Felix· Justice has been
postponed; the date of their
rescheduled performance will
be March 24.
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Michelle Lee Gehlman/ Photo editor

ATTENTION STUDENT EMPLOYEES:
You have no rights
by William Baldyga
· Assistant News editor
One morning a Central stuqent
walks into their workplace on campus and sees the supervisor waiting.
The student notices that the supervisor is staring at him and the
employees asks, "Is there a problem?"
"Yes," the supervisor says,
." You're fired."
Now that this has happened, what
rights does the employee have, if

the employee feels that the dismissal was unjust and came without any prior warning?
None, because Washington State
law affords no rights to temporary
state employees.
Washington is an employmentat-will state, which means employment not done with a specific contract or work terms can be terminated by either party at any time
without cause or pritir warning.
With over 1,200 student workers
on campus in the category of temporary employees, one would think

there could be some problems on
the job.
"We don't really see too many
complaints come to us from students," Deanna Thompson of Student Employment said. "If there
are problems (students) are keeping it to themselves."
This law does not mean that in
some cases a student's dismissal
. cannot be fought.
In cases of discrimination the
office of Affirmative Action has
strict guidelines to ensure fair hiring and firing practices for pro-

tected minorities .
However, should a student that
does not fall into a protected category worry?
"No," 'Deacon' Meier, assistant
vice president of student affairs
said. "I believe, I hope, that a
common courtesy has developed
between student employees and
their employers."
For Deacon Meier employment
is seen as an educational tool for
the overall development of a stu-

See RIGHTS/page 3

Politically correct person on the street

Qu.estion: How do you feel about paying_ a mandatory technology fee?

-Mark Soderberg, junior, Secondary
Education

-April Cannard, sophomore, Elementary
Education

-Bethany Halling, sophomore, Psychology and Law and Justice,

-Doug Dukelow, freshman

-Holly Owen. freshman. Art

"I have a computer at home so I don't
need a fee f9r a facility I don't use."

"I think it would be a good idea for the
labs to be open.for everybody. Computers are going to be a big part of our
world."

"At other schools they don't have to pay
an additional fee so here it should be a
free service also."

"I think it's a pretty good idea. It's really
not that much money."

·Tm not in a technical program so I
couldn 't benefit from it, but on the other
hand more computers wouldn't be b~id . "

by.Dave Dick!The Observer

Story idea? Hot scoop? Call the Observer Tip Line at 963-1073
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Noisy neighbors, stolen Schwinns aitd saxophones
Jan. 22, 11:30 a.m.

Jan. 26, 12:25 p.m.

CWU Police and the Ellensburg
Fire Department responded to a
fire alarm in Davies Hall.
Upon arrival, they found the
smoke dete'ctof'h~1d been triggered
by burnt popcorn.
Jan. 22, 10:20 p.m.
A 20-year-old male reported his
mountain bike was stolen from the
front of Studio East. The estimated
loss was $230. There are no susrccts.
Jan. 23, 10:30 a.m.
Officers responded to a call from
Hitchcock Hall. When they arrived, they found that someone had
jammed a coat hanger into the soda
vending machine, causing $150 in
damage. They are continuing to
investigate and have no suspects at
this time.

A 20-year-old female reported
that her guitar was stolen from the
Instrument Room in Hertz Music
Hall.
Also stolen was a book inside the
guitar case. The estimated loss of
the guitar was $I 00, the book was
valued at $25.
Jan. 27, 11:01 a.m.
A 21-year-old male was driving
his Ford Festiva in the 0-19 parking lot when he drove onto two
curb blocks. He was attempting to
leave the lot and could not see the
blocks due to the high level of the
snow. The ,vehicle was removed
from the blocks with no damage to
either the vehicle or the blocks.
Jan. 27, 10:17 p.m.
Officers were called to a noise
complaint in Brooklane Village.

Campus

Cops
by Rob Kauder

Jan. 23, 9:30 p.m.

cost or the saxophone is $2000.

Officers assisted in transporting
an 18-year-old male with stomach
problems from Hitchcock Hall to
the hospital.
Jan. 25, 4:40 p.m.
A 19-year-old male reported that
his saxophone was stolen from the
instrument room of Hertz Music
Hall. There are no suspects. The

Jan. 25, 6:16 p.m.
An 18-year-old male reported his
mountain bike was stolen from the
Quigley Hall bike rack. The estimated loss is $800.
Jan. 26, 7:10 a.m.
A state van parked overnight near
the health center had one of its tires
slashed, causing $100 in damage.

They contacted a 35-year-old female who was playing excessively
loud music. She was reminded of
the city noise ordinance and given
a verbal warning.
Jan. 28, 2:20 a.m.
A 17-year-old male resident of
Sparks Hall reported his door was
bombarded with food. Officers
found food splattered over his door
and scattered all over the floor.
LGAs reported a similar incident
occured the previous,day.
Jan. 29, 12:41 a.m.
Offic~rs reported to a noise complaint in the F section of Stephens~
Whitney.
They contacted a 19-year-old and
two 18-year-old females and advised them of the city noise ordinance. All three were issued written warnings of the ordinance.

Civil rights
highlighted in
•
upcoming
programs

.Technology fee to offset cost of computer systems

New.computers mean more cash?
will automaticall y expire in fou r
years.
Sarah Shumate, vice president fo r
Student Affairs, said she would like
to see the self-imposed, limited fee
to be the model for Central, and
that students should be a part of
allocating the proceeds of the fee.
"Students should have a major
part in deciding that allocation,"
Shumate said. "That could include
the establishment of some kind of·
committee with a number of slots
designated for students with the
. idea in mind that they will still be
involved. with the fee they assessed
on themselves."
Currently the BOD is trying to
determine the attitudes of the student body, prior to making a formal
proposal to the Board of Trustees,
who will have the authority to impose the fee.
The BOD will be accepting student comments and concerns, and
using forums to get the word out
about the benefits of the fee.
"When people hear 'mandatory
fee,' they're not going to be too
happy," said Paulette Jonville,
ASCWU vice preside.ot for academic affairs. "If we can show what
this will entail, maybe they will be
more receptive."

by Brian Bartels
Staff reporter
That \:Ompuler sticker on the back
ol your meal card, the one that you
rlaunt to the lab assistants, could be
a relic as early as next fall. University officials and the Board of Directors are considering scrapping
the volunt~ry charge - and the
sticker - in favor of a mandatory
technology fee .
The new fee would allow all students unrestricted access to the computer labs, and provide the university with funds to carry out needed
improvements.
Members of the BOD who are ·
researching the issue said the fee is
necessary because of the costs of
past additions to the university's
computer network.
K.J. Kearry, student assistant in Shaw-Smyser
.F or example, setting up 10 labs
computer
lab offers help to senior Ryan Ryan.
for sc"'.eral academic departments
Garrett Grobler/ The ObseNer
cost a total of $900,000 over the
past two years.
of the university's mainframe com- we feel students should have and
"State allocated equipment funds puter system with a more sophisti- will need in the real world today,"
are inadequate to support mainte- cated client-server network. The Tony Gepner, vice president for
nance fees, student staffing, soft- fee would also support the growing political affairs said.
ware upgrades and internet costs," technological needs of students at
The idea of a technology fee is
BOD President Brian Dolman said. Central. A recent report showed becoming common at schools
The mandatory fee would pay for that on the average $57 per student across the nation.
the new labs, wages for lab assis- quarter is spent on technology.
At Western Washington Univertants. hardware and software up"We simply don't bave enough sity, for example, students agreed
grades, and possible replacement money- to ·pay for the technology last year to a mandatory fee that

by Kari Belton
Staff reporter

Durin g the course of
Black History Month,
numerous programs will be
offere~ highlighting the
challenges faced by people
involved in the civil rights
movement. The Warne.n 's.-~:·"
Resource Center is offering
two programs highlighting
historical events as told by
the people who lived through
them .
At 1 p.m. on Feb. 7 in the
SUB Pit, Pastor Lowell
Murphree of United Methodist Church will introduce
"Free At Last: America's
Civil Rights Movement," an
hour long video that gives
the perspective of those who
Jived thmugh the Civil
Rights era.
Pastor Murphree will speak
concerning the role of white
people involved in the civil
rights movement and
emphasize that "ending
racism is everyone's
concern" said Miriam Emry,
program coordinator for the
event.
"I Dream a World: Black
Women Who Changed
America" will be presented
by "Plays To Go," of Seattle:." .•
~ • ·, ,- .T<\k.eJI/rom the award. ',".,
.I. ..
b
' ~
• •, W\l'l.I'l}f!g• ook of the same •. , .
name>~ ti.1~ drama sho~cases ··. ~· ·
three African Ameri-can
women who "lift their voices
in song and story about
women of the civil rights
movement."
The play will be sh9wn at
7 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 15.
in Tower Theatre.
•
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Computer Corner: Method #2694
t~ sabotage your computer
By Marty Rothlisberger
Special to The Observer
If you've been searching for a
way to cast revenge upon your
bitter ·. ..emies, have you
considered messing with their
computer? There's an easy way
to screw things up, and all you
need to know is how to turn
their computer off and on.· If
your rival is running Microsoft
Windows or Windows 95, reek
havoc by flipping the power
switch a few dozen times while
the system is in Windows.
Surprised? Most people are.
In fact, a majority of PC users
shoot themselves in the foot
daily by failing to exit Windows
before turning their computer
off.
In fact, you should exit all
software before turning your
computer off. In the case of
Windows, this step is even more
essential. While Windows is
running your programs,
unbeknownst to you, it's
creating several temporary files
on your hard drive. The process
of exiting from Windows

"cleans up" the hard drive,
making sure that the data in
these temporary files is
returned to its proper location.
If you do not exit Windows
before shutting-down, you
may lose chunks of information. A common symptom is
lock-ups, which compound the
situation, since you again hav·e
to restart your computer in the
middle of a Windows session.
The only way to fix problems created by this is to
delete the "lost allocation
units" that remain on your
hard drive, and in many cases,
reinstall the damaged software.
If you think you might have
problems resulting from
turning your computer off in
Windows, consult a computer
repair technician before you
inadvertently misplace
valuable information on your
hard drive.

Marty Rothlisberger Is ·
the store manager of ·
Computer Central

Squad helps ~og bite victim:
Headlines you won't see in The Observer
While surfing the net , the
editorial board came across a web
page with some of the worst
headlines of all time. Here are the
top 10 headlines, as voted on by the
editorial board:
10. Prostitutes appeal to Pope
9. Enraged cow injures farmer
with ax
8. Juvenile court to try shooting
defendant
7. Killer sentenced to die for sec-

ond time in 10 years
6. Never withhold herpes infection from a loved one
5. Cold wave linked to temperatures
4. Is there a ring of debris around
Uranus?
3. Miners refuse to work after
death
2. Panda mating fails; Veterinarian· takes over
1. War dims hope for peace

RIGHTS: "What is right is not
necessarily the law," administrator said
"The lobbyist(s) could look into
trouble if the law says that employcreating a written policy that would
ers can do whatever they want?
"Because what is law is law, but handle employee/employer probdent. He thinks problems occur what is right is not necessarily the . lems much like academic arbitralaw," an administrator, who did tion," Meier said.
when students are looked at as a
In the end, students need to realreplaceable entity.
not want to be identified, said. "We
"Sometimes students just don't do it because we value student em- ize that whatever arrangement an
care about their jobs," a supervisor ployees and want to try and estab- individual department has with students, that arrangement isn't set in
lish a professional workplace."
who refused to be identified said.
While employers said that people stone.
"They come in late, they don't show
The law is the law and everywere not often fired, a handful of
up and they often leave eafly."
While this supervisor said this students who had been fired or thing else beyond that is nothing
was a rare problem, it appeared to made to quit refused to be identi- more than a courtesy departments
be a concern among many supervi- fied. Their general .attitude wa8 give.
Remember, temporary employsors, none of whom wanted to be that they just went out and got
ees
have no recourse if they are
different jobs because they didn't
identified.
fired.
want
to
get
anyone
in
trouble
or
"Sometimes students' schedules
For ways to come up with ideas
and problems cause a build up of cause problems.
frustration in supervisors, that
To help strike a balance between and new policies toward a set of
temporarystudentemploymentand written guidelines for employment,
could cause an explosive situation
if things aren't going right," Th- . the supervisors, Thompson .sug- contactStudentEmploymentby eompson said.
gested discussions and workshops mail at Thompson@cwu.edu or
Just as quickly as supervisors to help employer and employee . 963-3008.
blamed student employees for most understand each others' needs.
Deacon Meier also recommended
of their problems, they also praised
them as a valuable commodity.
students to tell their student lead- .
As a result, many work areas ers in .the B.0.D. if they have any
have taken it upon themselves to problems, or take the issue up with
the Washington Student Lobby.
set up work guidelines to insure
that everyone in the workplace is
treated with respect.
"Our individual departments set
- BOOKSTORE & CAFE
up work procedures that promote
good opportunities for both stuC W .U
Wide variety of
dents and management," Rob
Chisler, Director of Auxiliary Sernew and used books
vices said. ''That system offers
rewards and disciplinary actions
Now serving
for employees according -to their
EVERY MONDAY AND FRIDAY
breakfast: and
· department."
AT NOON IN SUB RM 107
Not only do the major departlune hi
EVERY WEDNESDAY
ments in Auxiliary Services AT 3:00 PM IN SUB RM 104
which include Housing; the ConCOME JOIN US
Mon. - sat. 8-6
ference Program and the dining
FOR INFORMATION CALL
D. A.P. P. E. R. 963-3213
sun. 8-5
halls - have written or verbal
SUB 106
workplace understandings, other
200 E. 4th 962-2375
IIIIIIIIIIIII! IIIIIIIIII I~
areas like the library do as well.
But why go through all this

From page 1
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- February 1st thru February 23rd •Buy a Deluxe Taco & Soft Drink and receive
a Second Deluxe Taco for 23C
• Crustos only 23C with .any purchase (reg. 99<)
•Soft Drink refills 23C

Over 100 candy choices available in parlor

QUJI TacoTlme"
Taste The

Real Difference~ At the Plozo in Ellensburg

•Providing support for gays, lesbians, & bisexuals
•Informing on how to support gays, lesbians, &
bisexuals
•Answering questions you may have regarding
sexuality issues (ie. religion, or gins, current
legislation, etc.) *If line is busy please keep trying
. I'
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Dean Brown to r~sign .position in August
Wants to teach for last year before retiring
gest that he was
else involved
between now and the end of his
that person. His
in
higher
term in August toward seeking
goal was to help
education in
a solution to the problem.
It's been a long time since
expedite
the
the state of
He said that on the other
the young zoologist left his
transiti'on of the
Washington
hand, "At this point I don't have
home in Arizona for the Kittitas
College of Letat this time,
the patience to deal with it anyValley and Central Washingters, Arts and .
I'm terribly
more. I'm notjust throwing up
ton University. Now, 29 years
Sciences splitfrustrated
my hands, I intend to try to
later, Robert Brown has deting off into two
with the lack
seek a solutiori so this will not
cided to resign his position as
seperate colof financial
continue to be a problem."
dean of the College of Arts and
leges.
support for
The budget issue has been
Humanities and has also an- .
He feels that
academic . difficult to deal with, especially
nounced his intention to retire
the split was imprograms."
since there is not enough money
rrom teaching at the end of the
portant to help
He went to
to go around.
1996/97 school year.
develop coheon to explain
As a result he often found
Brown enjoys being a teacher
siveness in the
that both the
himself in a position of conand prefers hci ng in the classDr. R.obert Brown
colleges.
College of stantly denying departments
room . So when he became the
His decision
Arts and Humoney for things· that needed
Jean he did not originally into leave his position as dean
manities and the College of the
to be done.
tend to stay in that position for
didn't come as a surprise to
Sciences have budget problems
Central, in his opinion, is
a protracted period of time.
people that know him well.
specific to only the two colfacing some serious di_lemmas
, "I had no intention of staying
However, his decision to leave
leges.
due to direction and limits of
with this for very long," he said.
has been somewhat unexpected
"Everybody has problems,"
what can and can't be done.
"It's not like I was making a
to the greater community.
he said, "but we have some very
"Those things are great chalcareer out of this."
"People may be surprised at
important budgetary problems
lenges and are very difficult to
He went on to explain that at
what I'm doing," he said, "but
that interfere with our ability
deal with," he said, "because
the conclusion of his current
they were even more surprised
to carry out our responsibilistate appropriations for higher
contract as dean - which is an
when I agreed to take on the
ties."
education are so tenuous. Whoannual contract - he would
deanship again. Maybe it's a
It is those budget problems
ever holds the leadership jobs
return to the classroom to teach
mistake to predict what I'm
that make the deanship "less
on this campus will be severely
half time for his last year begoing to do."
attractive" to dean Brown, and
challenged, as well as the facfore retirement.
Brown served as the dean of makes him want .to go back to
ulty and staff."
"I came in to fi II a gap," he CLAS from 1988. through 1994. · teaching, his favorite profesBrown, who is quick to point
said. "One thing I think is exHis reasons for leaving the
sional activity, so he can end
out he is a graduate from the
tremely important is · for this
position range beyond his inhis 30 years at Central "on a
University of Arizona at Tuccolle.ge to do a search and to
terest to return to the classhigh note."
son and "not A.S.U.," is lookhire a person who is very well
room.
Just because he is leaving the
ing forward to his retirement
qualified to be the dean of an
"I have several reasons for
deanship doesn't mean he's
when he finishes his 30-year
arts and humanities college."
making this decision, some pershrugging off the "budgetary
term at Central in the spring of
By accepting the position of sonal, some professional," he
peculiarities" 'of the college.
1997.
dean, he did not want to sugsaid. "Like virtually everyone
He plans to devote his time

by Rob Kauder
News editor

Eating your
w~y to health
by Brian Bartels
Staff reporter
Clubs, community volunteers,
and the staff ofCentral's Counseling Center will be joining in the
National Eating -Disorders Scree'ning program during Eating Disorders Awareness. Week, F~b. 5-1 l .
The Health Education Club, Nutrition Club, and local cour ~ !lors will
assist in outreach and educational
activities about anorexia nervosa,
bulimia, binge eating, and problems with body image.
The screenings will take place
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Feb. 6 in
the Chief Ow hi Room in the SUB,
and from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Feb.
7 in Muzzall Hall. Aft~r an introductory slide show and video, those
attending can fill out an eating disorder questionnaire and have a private session with a professional
counselor to evaluate their results.
Those who may have eating disorders can get counseling individu.ally or with the Eating Disorders
support group, which meets 3 p.m.
Thursdays at the Counseling Center.
Sally Thelen, director·bf Counseling, said, "The important thing
is for people to come and learn
more about eating disorders,
whether or not they think they have
one."

In other news ...
The Magic returns to L.A.
On Tuesday night, the Los Angeles Lakers brought #32 down off
the wall of the L.A. Coliseum.
Magic Johnson returned to professional basketball after spending
several years in retirement. He
debuted against the Golden State
Warriors on Tuesday.

The Big Chill hits Washington

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE

We still have the
LOWEST PRICES!
Collte see for yourself!

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS~
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
*POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
. _ . ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
. . , . 409 N. PINE ST.
. 925-2273
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the negative degrees over the last
severaldays.
~
The forecast for Ellensburg for

~

...
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If you have been watching the
news lately, you've noticed many
areas have been hit hard by the
arctic winter weather.
On the west side of the stat~,
many school districts from
Anacortes to Bellevue were closed
or on emergency schedules during
the last week. In the Kittitas Valley, over 5 inches of snow fell
around Ellensburg this weekend,
with temperatures dropping . into

plane's crew.

·

The Navy is claiming it was human error as the pilot was-invol.ved
in another flight mishap that involved the loss of an aircraft.

.

~ 3 Britons killed in Bosnia
~

OnSunday,threesoldiersof the

C
C

British Light Dragoons were killed
whentheirarmoredpersonnelcarrier struck a land mine 75 miles
northwest of Sarajevo. This brings
the toll of the NATO mission to
Bosnia to 8 killed and 35 wounded
sineeDecember.
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Not quite-so-fast food
by Rob Kauder
News editor
When people think of fast food,
they might imagine driving up to
a clown, talking to it for a few
seconds, and then driving forward to a window in order to
receive their meal. Fast food
defined.
Getting a fast food kiosk installed so you can receive that
kind of speedy service is a different story, however. · Dining Services is working on a bid request
to send out to several food companies for a proposed Mexican
food kiosk to be located in the
SUB.
Among the candidates for the
kiosk is Taco BeJl, the two words
which became the cornerstone of
a. heated controversy last year.
However, just because Taco
Bell is a candidate doesn't mean
it will be coming to Central.
First of all, even though a bid
request will be submitted to Taco
Bell for consideration, it may not
make an offer. One possible reason?
Taco Bell recently put a franchise in Ellensburg. Putting another on~ in might create competition for the same dollars.
Secondly, the bidders will go
through a selection process . Dining Services is planning to organize a committee of students to
conduct a taste test, as well as
doing.,a price comparison of the
different product lines .
"We want student input," said
Tom Ogg, director of Dining Services. "It's the whole driving
force behind this."
Another factor which Dining
Services itself will look into is
the ease of preparing the food.
, Recently, another state college
opened up a food kiosk of their
ow n.
··wsu has just opened one up
this semester," Ogg said. "They
had two responses. One was Taco
Time, one was Taco Bell. And
through their evaluation process
they selected Taco Bell."
Ogg also mentioned that both
Western Washington University
and Big Bend Community College have Taco Bell as well.
Last year when The Observer
first started covering this issue,
one of the major roadblocks was
the negative response the earn-

pus got from the Ellensburg community. Though the community
has not changed its opinion about
putting a commercial enterprise
in the SUB, increased communication and coordination between
Central and the city has improved
relations and understanding
somewhat.
"We don't agree with the fact
that (CWU) can do it, it just seems
far too commercial," said Mary
Kraft of the Ellens burg Chamber
of Commerce.
"I understand that the university needs to provide services to
the students. We do understand
that it is legal, and we all have
better things to do than engage in
a battle (like) last year."
The community, said Kraft, understands the need to provide for
students.
She also mentioned that she is
aware of other campuses having
Taco Bell kiosks, but that the
environment in Ellensburg is
unique in comparison to other
state schools.
"The students are ·over a third
ofour population and everything
the students do affects the town a
lot," she said. "Whereas if you're
going to the University of Washington you'rejustoneotherpopu- ·
lation out of the rest of the town .
The students don't make or break
any area. Here, there are some
r.eal small Mom and Pop type
operatio ns that depend on students to make their Ii ving."
Kraft concedes that in order to
have students attending Central,
the school needs to make itself
attractive, meeting both the needs
and wants of the students.
"Part of our future lies in the
university being able to trap and
hold students," Kraft said.
With the field clear of most
obstacles to putting a kiosk in the
SUB, there remains one question: WhenwillitbeintheSUB?
Ogg said Dining Services is
finishing the rough draft of the
bid right now.
It will be reviewed , revised and
submitted to the various food
companies on March I.
By April 1 they hope to have
enough responses , for the student committee to do a research
and submit its recommendation.
The end result: A Mexican
food kiosk should be open for
business by mid-September of

We want you

• •••

Think about it. There's no other medium .
on campus that will let you voice your opinion
like The Observer. What's hot, what's not, what's
going on in sports .. .if it's important to Central
students, it's in The Observer.
Students can take the class, or work on the
paper as volunteers. It's great for building your
resumes and gaining valuable writing experience.
Call 963-1073 or stop by Boullion 222 for more
information on joining our team.

for The Observer
Garrett Grobler/ The PbseNe

FILL OUT THIS SURVEY FOR
$5.00 OFF YOUR ORDER!

Ellensburg

925-6941
8th & Anderson
HOURS: llam-lam, Sun.-Thurs.
11am-2am Fri., Sat.
Open for lunch every day

1. How often do you order pizza from Domino's in Ellensburg?

2. Is your pizza consistent from order to order?
(Flavor, "<loneness," amount of toppings, etc ...)

YES
NO
(please circle one)
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3. In your opiniQn, are the Domino's employees knowledgable of our
.products and special offers?
YES
NO
(please circle one)
If no, please comment:_________________

405 E. 3rd
.).
.... 92.5-9888
: 1f'

v

I

;

•

-

As a personal thank you for completing this survey, you :will
receive a $5 discount on your order. Just present this survey
when receiving your order. (One discount per pizza).

MEDIUM OR LARGE ONLY

EXPIRES: 2/9/96
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KCAT has to face facts
In the past, the communication department had a
bro~dcast major for people interested in radio. The
program was dropped due to declining student interest.
KCA T used to be part of the communication department; unfortunately it was dropped due to the ever
shrinking budget in that department.
In a perfect world, however, the communication department would have all the money it required, all the professors it needed, the radio station would be on F M and be
staffed by dozens. of radio broadcast majors, and perennial presidential candidate Pat Paulsen would win the
November election.
In the real world, that isn't the case. Sorry Pat.
The fact is, the communication department has neither
the money, the staff ·n or the student interest in a radio
broadca~t program. Maybe in 1986~ but not in 199~ .
Some people are upset there is no radio broadcast
degree. They also feel the school can't have KCAT
without the degree program. It would be short changing
the students, they contend.
The fact is, the students on KCAT come from various
degree programs. · They're on KCAT because they want to
be there.
They're asking for the chance to get an F M license
and go, on the air.
They're not asking for the reinstatement of the broadcasting degree.
The same applies to this publication. The editor-inchief and news editor of this publication are both history
majors. So why are they on the paper? They want to
work on the paper because they enjoy it, just as the
students on KCA T want to participate there, degree or
not.
So the student staff of KCA T should be afforded every
opp?rtunity to broadcast Qn FM , degree or nqt.

Congrats
from a
CWUalum

ning, record-breaking season in
1996.
Sincerely,
Congressman Doc Hastings
U.S. House of Representatives

Freedom of
•
expression
infringed

To the Editor,
As a CWu Wildcat myself, it
was extremely rewarding to
watch the talented Wildcat football team achieve victory this
season.
I am particularly proud of each To the Editor,
member of the team and head
I am continually amazed at the
coach Jeff Zenisek for winning a behavior of some of the students
share of the NAIA Division II here at Central.
As the Public Relations Officer
title.
Nor to mention the 72 school of GALA, the Gay, Lesbian, Biand 28 Columbia Football Asso- sexual and friends ·group on camciation records that were set dur- pus, I have posted flyers across
ing the 1995 national champion- campus. I maintain the integrity of
ship season.
the group by going through the
proper people, and not hanging
What a season!
I know the CWU student body, them over other flyers.
Well, none the less I have found
friends and local community
shared the excitement and that I may hang the flyers one day
cheered the team throughou_t the and then need to hang them again
the next, and the next.
season.
This is frustrating. In the AffirI know each of you will treasure the Theodore Roosevelt mative Action Policy of CWU,
Bowl that was presented at the sexual orientation is listed as someCollege Hall-of-Fame awards -thing protected from discriminaluncheon earlier this month. Dis- tion and harrassment.
play this award and the national . By tearing down the flyers GALA
championship banner proudly at posts we are being denied our freedo~ of speech: This freedom ~x
I look forward to another win.: . tends to all people, not only the
\
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Sincerely,
Shelley Erdman

Warning
from miffed

guitar major
To the Editor,
On January 11, all classical gui- tar classes were dropped by the
music department.
Over one hundred major and minor students had registered and paid
for these classes. There was no
consolation, warning or advance
notice about this situation, and
many guitar students were shocked
and offended to say the least.
As a guitar major, I found myself,
as well as other major students,
angered by this seeming lack of
servitude towards student rights.

cwu.

* •

t

people you agree with, but also
those with whom you disagree.
GALA is a recognized group at
CWU, and are extended the rights
and privledges that are given to all
groups and organizations on campus.
Let us encourage diversity not
bigotry, by stopping this immature
behavior.
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Division of Student Affairs prepares for challenges
.

Lots of changes are on
the horizon for the Division of Student Affairs.
In one month we will
w~lcome two new financial aid officers to the staff
automation and a
of the Student Financial Aid
friendly customer
Office.
service approach.
They bring a wealth of
The Division of Student Affairs
experience and expertise that we
hope will provide more service to . will hold a retreat I an. 31, to hear
students through use of advanced each department its strategic plan

andforme to share some
critical information on
upcoming changes.
Challenges may lie
ahead if the federal government is not successful in enacting a balanced budget,
We hope this delay at the federal
level won't impact our ability to
provide financial aid. But we will
keep everyone posted on developments.

KCAT seems to be getting a lot of
press. Concerns raised about funding reveal a need to communicate
more to everyone about how the
services and Allocation process
works.
In an upcoming edition, I will
share a list of the groups funded last

year.
The learning experieQce provided
in terms of working at the radio
station has been tremendous, just

like the learning experience of publishing a campus newspaper. We
pope students will see and use
XCAT as the communication vehicle it is intended to be.
In the future I want to establish a
series of roundtables with student
leaders from various organizations
to discilss critical issues of interest
to the student body.
If you have topics please share
them with me.

The Observer .

GUITAR: No advance
warning for s_tudents
From page 6
The only reason that we were told for the classes being dropped was that
the guitar students were tardy at pre-registration. Thus, the funds weren't
made available. ,
Unfortunately, I am unsatisfied with this response, and don't find it an
adequate reason for our mistreatment
The Major students did apparently make enough noise to get our oneon-one student-professor classes back, but that was all. I still feel that the
real issue here is trying to be swept away as quietly ~ possible.
With this letter I choose to address all students and say to you, beware.
· The university was designed to serve us, the students, and without us
there is no CWU. How the guitar body was treated leads me to believe
that students interests sometimes are not the most important issu~ of this
university.
'

Feeling a little 6~re66ed out?

Come and relax iritheASCWU lounge!
We have a variety of newspapers and some really comfortable furniture.
Visit us in SUB 116 (by the Scheduling Center).

Sincerely,
Jeremy Webster, student

One student not fooled by
point system overhaul
To the Editor,
Let's do some basic math, shall we? A student receives six points with
which said student may purchase food items at Studio East. The entrees
have an initial cost of one point each with each additional entree costing
from two to four points.
The Dining Service Committee on Pointless Math Trivia decides to
"raise the points-per-meal" in order to placate widespread student complaints about "not having enough points to eat a full meal."
But wait! Does this committee actually increase the amount of solid
food available to students? No, they choose to attempt to snow the student
body by raising the point value of entrees to as much as four points per
item.
Hmmm. let's see, two entrees at four points each is eight, leaving??
what do you know! Two points! Which is exactly the amount left after
choosing two entrees totaling four points in the old system.
We're not idiots, Mr. Wood.
We 're here to further our education-this means we already have enough
IQ to see your gesture for what it is; a pathetic farce.
We're Wildcats, not sheep. Pull the wool over the CWU students' eyes,
an~ they won't placidly starve. They'll eat you.
Sincerely,
Jason D. Brown, student

Register, research and
interview for future success
To the Editor,
Why aren't (business, arts & science) seniors taking advantage of the
on-campus interview opportunities?
Other than education students, a very small handful of students actually
use our services. Quite a few register with us, but fail to take advantage
of employers that come on campus.
This is one of the few times, if not the only time, employers are going
to come to you. They want to interview you.
They want you because you are an educated person, ready to explore
your career options. They like you. They want to meet you. What else
can they do to make you come see them?
, , .
.
x<>~ ~. · ~a .8!1!qqe, sittj~tipp, a.onc~:in ~ lif~thi:ie stage .of yo~ lift}'
ex,ptfi.ellce:: 'P.t.~ a junior shidenl you cannot interview..As agraduate you
cannot interview. As a senior you need to be here.
Come explore your future. Why not? This is one of your senior rights.
All companies offer opportunities for a variety of positions. They are all
looking for goal setting, career oriented and educated seniors.
Come to Barge 204M. Get your file ready for Spring Interview
Opportunities-there will be several. You have absolutely nothing to lose
and a future to gain.
Sincerely,
Career Development Center
LETTER WRITERS:
All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Friday before the week of publication date.
~etters must be typewritten and less than 300 words.
All letters MUST include your name and phone number for verification.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar, libel and
matters of taste.
Send letters to: The Observer, Bouillon 222, Ellensburg, WA 98926, or bring them
to the newsroom (Bouillon 222, 963-1073).
•
If you have a VAX a~o~rit, Y,o,u, -piay .~r.td. iJ'Our, l,.~Efli apdq3i?~ tQ; •
Obsarver@cwu.edu.
·
·
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by Sarah Vander Hoeven
Staff reporter
Y uu ha\'c hcaru of Lhc "British
Nmv gel ready for the

ln \J:-. 11 m. "

··. \u:-.1raliJn In
boy/girl
i Lars and
fral ian band
ptured in their
five-song EP
SS

Hewson are
·ise their pop
eat four-piece

0

· ··

it

so

Photo courtesy of: Rebecca Hewson

GIGANTAUR is (from left to right) Simon Honisett, Darren Seltmann, Penny Hewson and Chris Grierson

sat
dio
uld

one,
rec, Star
Mc1Kazi11e, ar
c highlights.
The Melbourne pair, keen to
experiment with widely varying

moods in their music, have been
busy balancing two creativ-e
energies at once: the rockin' fourpiccc GIGANTAUR playing the
noisy, jangly fun songs - and their
alter ego Sunglass playing their
quieter, more reflective material.
They claim that they found the

GIGANTAUR rhythm section at a
ping-pong tournament and
railroaded them into joining the
band with promises of US tours
and color photos in Star Magazine.
Within a year GIGANTAUR
found themselves traveling across
the United States gathering friends,

fans and respect from peers and
critics alike.
GIGANTAUR has a strong live
sound heard to best effect- in
"Favorite Song," a riffy, upbeat
number, and the more ominous
"Gotta Gun".
GIGANTAUR's e.p .. which

debuts on World Domination
Recordings in February, was
recorded in Melbourne one autumn
day after the band had only played
together for three days.
They used mostly first takes while
subsisting on only chocolate chip
cookies.

Thunderbird to showcase vintage rock n' roll bands·
Seattle's Ballard Fir_ehouse promoter brings national acts to Ellensburg motel
pivotal point on the tour. I
Lei and graduated from
"All the bands are pretty
the Gorge in the summer.
basically
have the power to send
N.Y.U. with a degree in
There's no way I can compete excited about playing the
them
off
anywhere
I want from
broadcast journalism and has
with the Gorge, but I don't think shows," Leland said. "They've
there,
and
now
I'm
sending
worked
in
the
promotion
and
Grammy Award-winner I'll have any trouble getting playectal I the big arenas around
them
off
to
Ellensburg
for the
publicity departments
Flock or Seagulls kicked off a people to come out
next
stop
on
their,
west
coast
for
major
labels
Warner
series or i..:onccrts featuring and
sec
Lhese
tours.
Froip
there,
they're
Brothers
and
Geffen
intcr11- ation~~lly ,rcyogni~cd . 'Shows. : un~i. l the ··
Records in NeW' York. . usually .playing .in 'Yakima the
W~enever you get big name
musica! art ~ sts ~c~c~u~e.d .t? •••Qorge~tarts up this
In addition to next night."
appear at the Thunderbird summer. I mean,
·,· bands that everyone
Leland has know Russ
promoting
and
M otc I.
we' re talking about
basically
grew
up
with,
Johnson,
manager of the
organizing the concerts
Bart Leland, promoter for the some well-known
Thunderbird
Motel for almost
at the Thunderbird,·
Tliunderhird concert series, bands," Leland
playing in a small college
ten
years.
Leland is head booking
feels the ticket sales for the first said.
town like Ellensburg, the
Johnson and Leland met in
agent for Seattle's
Other bands
show is a strong indication of
Seattle
where they w.ere
prestigious Ballard
potential for success is
to
how we! I the rest of the series rumored
partners
in
a recording studio
Firehouse and manages
perform at the
will fare.
tremendous.
before
Johnson
came to
several bands in the
"'Whenever you get big-name Thunderbird in the
Bart
Leland
Ellensburg to manage the
Seattle area.
hands Lhat everyone basically next few months
include ex-chart
Promoter
"Many performers Thunderbird.
grew up with playing in a small
They have spent the last year
toppers
Blue
begin their west coast
~:ollege town like Ellensburg,
considering
the details involved
tours at the Fireho_u se,
- ·-iotcn'tial for success is Oyster Cult, Quiet
in
putting
on
the concert series.
and I'm usually responsible for
· !l d o u s , ''
said
an .Riot, Ted Nugent, Foghat and the world for years and enjoy
Johnson
and
Leland have
long-time party favorites K.C. the intimacy of playing the
planning their tour itinerary for
;:stic Ldand.
and the Sunshine Band, small clubs again. And the
the next few shows," Leland
·r\ •>nc thinks the only
although al I show dates are not • cro,wd~ ~ h,a,ve' ,a, I Q.t •in.o·re:
~
t • ,... \.;,; :: • ~ • .' ' /
\ Ctn s cc a rl is ts 0 f th i S
• ,_._~ ,.. __ ~ ¥ energy.'~_-·. ___ .
"Tbe Firehouse is a pretty
.t he rndco or at yet confirmed. _

by Shay McGraw
Staff reporter

.
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CWU's student demographics revealed
· Karrin Jaeson
Staff reporter

category?
About 36 percent were under
age 21, 41 percent were between
21 and 24, and 11 percent were
between 25 and 29.
How about finding out where
different students come from?
Not surprisingly, 28 percent
of students come from King
County, 11 percent come from
Yakima County and IO percent
are from Pierce County.
If this is interesting to you,
make the time to explore
GOCAT.
Interesting- things can be
learned aboutCentral that many
people may not know about.
This is only a portion of what
is out there!

these are from last fall quarter.
There were 8,512 students
living on and off campus; 4, 136
Have you ever wondered were male and 4,376 were
about the students cwu is made female.
Of these students, 254
up of? Their age, origin or the
total enrollment? Fortunately, transferred from four-year
there is an easy process school and 1,044 from a twoavailable to research this topic. year school.
Of 5,887 applications
If you have access to a VAX
·account, you can simply go into received fall quarter 4,644 were
GOCAT and bring up the MIS accepted.
The newly-admitted students
Systems prompt.
In these vast fi_les, just about were made · up of. l,212
any question you could think of freshman, 399 sophomores, 795
is answered. For those of you juniors, 154 seniors, 97
who may not have the time to graduates and 81 "others."
Age is another aspect of the
do this, keep reading and learn ·
student body makeup. Can you
some of the facts right now.
·Since winter quarter statistics b~lieve that there was only one
have not yet been released, student in the 65-and-older

Look to spring quarter for Glover and Justice
by September Woods
Staff reporter
"An Evening with Martin and
Langston," the presentation by
Danny Glover and Felix Justice
might be the perfect thing to kick
off the spring.
Their performance, originally
scheduled during February, has
been postponed until March 26;
the first day of spring quarter.
The dramatic dialogue will
feature Glover, portraying Martin
Luther king, Jr., and Justice
portraying Langston Hughes.
King and Hughes we~e two
successful African-American
men who fought for racial

equality, and the performance contract that dealt with "whether
will highlight their struggles and movies come up," which had been
the case for Glover who is
successes.
The Black History Month event working on ~set in Denver.
Although a variety of dates have
has excited- many students and
been
proposed for rescheduling,
people throughout Ellensburg by
problems
ranging from airplane.
the look at rapid ticket sales.
flights
to
spring
break have mad
Those who have already .
purchased tickets have the option it difficult to finalize.
Tentatively, the presentation ·
of using the tickets for the
will
be held 7:30 p.m, March 26,
rescheduled show or refunding
them at the Student Activities 1996 in McConnell Auditorium.
Tickets are on sale now at the
office in the SUB.
John Drinkwater, the Director SUB information booth, Rodeo
of Student Activities explained Records and Berry's.
that the reason the date had to be _ Tickets are $5 for students and
changed was because of an $8 for general admission .
exception clause in the original

Pon't forget to check out
The Observer Online!
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Vouchers welcome
at
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16 oz. Blizzards are
25¢ off
... .for orders of 30 or more,
.. ~... when pre-·ordered .

Offer good at both stores.
'
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Wildcat Football! ~
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All Basketball Shoes 20% Off
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GREAT JOB!
.
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Creative Concepts, Unltd.
Open 7 days a week
M-F 10-6 Sat.10-5 Sun. 12-4

Bernina Sewing Center ·
410 N. Pearl

,\,~

·

9bZ-3B10

Heart Fabric 30% Off
During the month of
February_

~tio"-5

CO•ro

GO

t•

430 N. Pine

9J5-594J ' .

925-3585

Congratulations
· ~~
208 w. 5th
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Mon. - Thurs. 5:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Fri. 5:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Call for aerobics schedule!
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Wildcats take 1st at Central Open.
by Michael Bellamy
-Sports editor
·wildcat wrestlers had a big
weekend, beating Pacific University Friday night and taking first at
Central's own Central Open wrestling tournament.
Friday night's dual meet against
Pacific was fraught with battle a~
the crowd screamed and cheered
for the Wildcats.
Senior Chad Requa ( 118) totally dominated his Pacific opponent by scoring continuous
takedowns and staying in complete
control of the match.
Leighton Smiley (Soph ., 126)
won a very close, very intense match
against rival Ponce Ragindin. It
was a great effort by both wrestlers,
but Smiley, ranked first in the nation, pulled off the victory.
Senior Chris Dockter ( 134) had
a very cfose match against his opponent. Most of the match was
wrestled near the outer edge of the
mat, which kept some ofDockter's ·
takedowns from being scored.
Perhaps , the most intense
struggle was junior Steve Gusse's
match against Chris Perk in the 158
division.
Perk came on strong at the beginning, but Gusse fought back.
Gusse was beaten by one poinrin

the last 14 seconds of the third
round . .
Head coach Kevin Pine said the
Gusse vs. Perk matches are normally very intense.
"The last four times .they've
wrestled it's come down to the last
second," Pine said.
Other winners included junior
Brent Rotondo and senior Andy
Boe. Sophomore Tony Hoiby won
by forfeit.
The Central Open showcased
some great wrestling by Central as
well as the other schools in atten~
dance.
Ten Wildcats placed, and freshman Kraig Church qualified for
' Nationals by taking first in the 177pound division.
Church recently returned to
wrestling after complications from
knee and neck injuries.
His knee kept him out of varsity
play for over five weeks this !)eason. He re-injured it in Monday's
practice, but said it won't keep him
from wrestling for very long.
He's looking forward to his first
trip to Nationals and expects some
fierce competition. His prospects
look good.
"He's a great competitor," Pine
said.
Smiley and fourth ranked
Dockter both came away with firsts

150- pound Brent Rotondo at Sarurday's
wrestling open.

Michelle Lee Gehlman/ Photo editor

'Cats make a splash
it hard for us· to rely on them and
win." Coach Lori Clark said.
Another 'setback for the team
Central men's and worn.en's was a disqu~l ificati~h 'in their first
swimming teams continued to ' mediei. relay due to a false start.
make a splash last week, taking In the last leg of the relay, as the
their talent on the road to butterflyer was finishing up, the
Whitman University on Wednes- freestyler anticipated him touching the wall when he actually had
day Jan. 24.
The men's team had a tough just taken another stroke. This
loss to Whitman by only three caused Central to lose four points
and Whitman to gain four.
points; I 05-102.
Despite the mishaps there
The Wildcats began the meet
with a rough start, leaving two of were many benefits in the meet
their fastest swimmers at home for Central.
Swimmer Dan Martin had a
because they were unable to miss
-team best this year in the 1,000classes.
"When kids who are on an yard freestyle . with a time of
I 0:29.06. Martin has also qupliathletic team don't have professors who excuse absences for
school related activities it makes See Swim/Page 13

by Amy Abbott
Staff Reporter

118- pound Chad Requa looking for his move.
in their divisions. This makes two
championships in a row for Smiley,
who has been wrestling more defensively in his last few matches.
"It feels great," Smiley, ~ho
placed fifth at Nationals last year,
said. "My wrestling is turned up."
Other wrestlers to place included
Boe and Hoiby, who took second
and fourth respectively in the I 90pound divi~ion.

Michelle Lee Gehlman/ Photo editor

Requa placed third in his weight
class and Jeremy Mallon took fourth
in the I 26-pound class.
"[Mallon] had a great t~urna
ment," Pine said.
Pine also said that Boe is wrestling better than ever before, really
picking his game up a notch.
"He's. wrestling tougher now
than he has all season," Pine said.
Senior Dean Klepec also

wrestled a tough tournament, taking fifth in the I 67-pound class.
Klepec has been dealing with a rib
injury all season, but really made a
come-back at the Open.
"It's the best he's wrestled all
season," Pine said.
This weekend the Wildcats go
head to head with Clackamas Community College on Friday and
Simon Fraser on Saturday.
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Wildcat basketball tears up court
by Shantal Chc;sse
Staff reporter
Thursd<iy night the Central
women's basketball team played
Saint Martins with the drive and
de t\:n-.-i i n~ti on necessary to bring
their firstbig win.

It was the first league win for
Central in three years, breaking a
27-game losing streak.
In a slow first half, Central trailed
39-36. Central'sdefensecame back
hard and played like a team. The
Saints never got too far ahead.

1

presents your
Best Spring Break Packages
COLLEGE TOURS

Trips to Paradise starting at

$519°0 *
• U.S. & Mexican Taxes of $45 not lnclutletl

* 1 Nights Hotel and Rn' Air

COLLIDE
TO RB

800•395•4896 ,.....,_--~

In the second half, Central came
back more powerful than ever and
scored 4 7 points over Saint Martin's
41. Nicole Trammell lead the team
with 25 points and three assists.
Carrie Gosselin scored 17 points
and Natalie Hutcheson followed
with 16 points and three assists.
With 3:43 left in the second
half, the Saints called a time out,
trailing Central 74-71. In an intense game the Wildcats defense
held strong against the Saints prevailing by a score of 83-80.
"This was a huge win for us.
The last few years, Saint Martin
has been real tough. We had great
teameffortdefensively and the help
came from everybody," head coach
Nancy Katzer said.
Last Saturday, Central traveled
to the University of Puget Sound.
With positive attitudes, the women
were determined to bring home
another win.
In the first half, Central was
down 33-24. They came out slow,
just as they did against Saint
Martin's. But in the second half
they scored 46 points over the
Logger's 32.
In the second half they shot 54
percent from the field, 55 percent
from the three point range and 35
percent from the free-throw line.
Katzer said this was definitely
an improvement for Central. The
passes were on target, rebounding
was better, and their running game
was smoother. They played like a
team, fought hard and won 70-65.
"In order to keep winning we
must continue our unselfish attitude with the ball and build on our
teamwork," Shannon Sherrill said.
"We just need to play hard and put
two halves together."
Nicole Trammell lead the team .
with 24 points and three assists,
Natalie Hutcheson added 17 points
with three assists and following
them with 15 points was Carrie
Gosselin.
The women are now 8-8 overall
and 2-2 in conference play this season.
"Winning a conference game
on the road is always a good thing
for us. The team chemistry is coming together which is a plus. We
need to make a few changes before
the next game against Simon
Fraser," Katzer said.
On Thursday, the Central
women's basketball team will play
against eighth ranked Simon Fraser
University.

Dave Dick/ The Observer
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'Cats go 1-1 on road
by Wiiiiam Baldyga
Assistant news editor
The Central men's basketball
team got its first league win with a
come-from-behind victory against
St. Martins on Thursday night, but
the joy was short lived as they were
shut down by UPS in Saturdays
game.
For Central Jan. 25 looked like
it was going to be a long night in
Lacey when the Saints high pressure defense forced 13 CWU turnovers in the first half. The high
number of turnovers was a result of
St. Martins coneentrated effort to
stop senior guard Troy Steigman
and his league leading 6. i'assist per
game.
The Saints' defensive efforts,
combined with the fact that senior
Jeff Foster still appeared to be off
his game due to an illness, caused
Central to be trailing 47-45 at halftime.
Then it happened
With a one point lead, 77-76,
and 4:20 left in the game, F~ter
woke up with a 10- point scoring
run to add to his career-high 32

points, and helped secure a victory,
92-84.
Along with Foster, Brant
Borghorst came off the bench tO
score 13 points with 11 rebounds.
~ ason James pitched in with 11
and John Greer added nine before
fouling out with 1:51 left in the
game.
After Thursday night's Pacific
Northwest Athletic Conference
win, Central looked toward the
University of Puget Sound on Jan.
27 in Tacoma, with the hopes of
winning two conference games in a
row.
Central, however, failed to show
any comeback magic this time.
Central spent several minutes
of the first half score!ess, and with
· the Wildcats shooting only 20 percent from the field they soon found
themselves in a deep hole with no
way out.
"We just weren't hitting any of
our shots, so their team got real
confident and just shut us down,"
Mike Blankenship said.
The Loggers dominated the entire game with Foster and Greer,
- two of Central' s big scorers, only

scoring four points each.
As most Wildcat fan~
know this is a relatively small team
that relies on its quickness instead
of brute size to defeat teams. However, the question seems to be, is
this team getting worn down by
squads with larger, more dominating post players?
''They were big inside and we
just weren't ready to play," Foster
said.
The Wildcats were led by Grady
Fallon who scored 16 second half
points, while the rest of the team
shot only 7-16 from behind the
three-point line. Central starters
combined for just 24 points on the
night.
The 74-56 loss to UPS gave
Central an 11-8 overall record, with
a 1-3 record in PNWAC play.
"We'll bounce back," head
coach Greg Sparling said "This
week we are going to gear up for
Simon Fraser's inside and outside
game."
The men's basketball team plays
again at 7 p.m., Feb. 1, at the
Nicholson Pavilion against Simon
Fraser.

Swim: .Loss to Whitman; snowed in on Sat.
(From page 11) ·
fied for Nationals in the 500
free. Justin Berry placed second in the 200 free with a time
of 1:55.82.
Tyler Andrews and Kris
Kluthe both placed second for
'two separate events: Andrews
in the 100-yard backstroke with
a time of 1:01.35, and Kluthe in
the 100-yard breaststroke with a ·
time of 1:04.99.
"Our men's swimming is not
as strong as in the past, but the
swimmers are good kids and
work extremely · hard." Clark
said.
The women's team made out
a little bit better, beating
Whitman 139 l/2-65 1/2.
Kara J acobsori swam the 50
free for the first time this season
and placed first with a time of
25.60, qualifying her for Nationals in this event. Jacobson
has also qualified for Nationals
. in the 100 free, 200 free, and

500 free, as well as the 200-yard
IM. Jacobson also placed first in
the 500 free this weekend with a
time of 5:22.83.
Carianne Davis, Jodie Nelson,
and Laurie Franchine all placed
first in their respective events.
Davis qualified in the 200 free
with a time of 2:00.86. She has
qualified for Nation~s in the 200
free and the 500 free and in the
100 breaststroke.
Nelson was first in the 400
IM with 5:02.66 and in the 100
back with 1:04.09. Shehasqualified for Nationals 'in the 100 and
200 backs, 100 butterfly, and the
200 and 400 IM.
· Franchine placed first in the
1,000 free with a time of 11 :09 .13
and in the 100 free with 57.63.
She has qualified for Nationals in
the 500 free.
The w,omen's team also won
their 200 freestyle relay with a
time of 1:46.38. The relay team
members consisted of Franchine,

Nelson, Jacobson, and Elaine
Vestal. This team will also compete at Nationals in this event._
"The women's team is very
good this year, but the other
college teams have also improved," C)Jlrk said. "So we're
good but so are they."
On Saturday Jan. 27, Central
Swimming was supposed to
travel to Olympia to swim
against Evergreen and Simon
Fraser. Because of snow conditions the team decided to not
risk the drive. They hope to
reschedule the meet at a later
date.
The Swimming Nationals begin March 6-9 in San Antonio,
Texas. Many of the Central
swimmers will be attending the
event.
Other qualifiers include
Mike Doughty, Brad Neely, Jeff
Martin, Jason Green, Katie Tiffany, Marina Cardenas, and
Elaine Vestal.
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Alpha W:
Mastermakers 3-0
Alpha A:
Red Tide 3-0
Alpha X:
Wolverines 3-0
Beta B:
Beau Baldwin 3-0
Beta Y:
Hoopsters 3-0
Delta R:
Bulldogs 2-0
Delta D:
Caucasion Invasion 2-0
Delta Z:
Ballers 2-0
V-ball 2-on-2:
Rus Ripple 4-1
V-ball X:
Sasha Adams 5-0
V-ball Y:
Opie 5-0
V-ball Z:
Homey 1/2 Dozen 3-1

Rama~s

Conkin~

»

. i<AJUN~
g~"'.
~ '-.]w
(509) 962-3272

TARGET
NOW HIRING
Part-time.Positions
* Cashiers
* Salesfloor
* Stockers·

Week-end and Evening
Shifts Available

Central
Connection
Card
A Prepaid Account for Campus Dining!

10°/o Discount

OPEN AN ACCOUNT ($25 minimum) AND RECEIVE THESE BENEFITS.

•ECONOMICAL

Pay guest prices at the resid~ntial
· dining halls and save 5 % at CATS, the.
Central Ca{~ or the Breez~-1:hru·Caft:: '.

9oplaceL
write for

Intramural
League Jan. 26
#1 rankings:

Flexible Scheduling
Promotional Opportunities
Accrued.Vacation After 1 Year Of
" Se.rv.ice
1

1

• EASY :: :; '" .: :' ,:: ·;{..

"'

\

~

t

\.

•

•

~

•

..

4

'f

•

,,.

-#

..

...

~

I

..

\

•

Use your card for payment.

•QUICK
Faster than writing a check.

•SAFE
No need)o carry extra cash.
Open your account today at the__Studio East Office (Holmes Dining Hall) Mon. - Fri., 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
or in the SUB, Monday, Wednesday or Friday, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
l

Your link to CWU Dining Services
CALL 963-1591 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Apply In Person:
New Target Store
12 North Fair Ave.
Yakima, Wa.
Mon-Sat 8am-5pm
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. tbur.sday: f eb. 1

C· Eating disorder support group
meets weekly at 3 p.m., Central
Counseling Center.
C· Basketball: CWU men vs. Simon
Fraser, 7 p.m., Nicholson Pavilion.
0 Championship celebration for the
CWU football team, 5:30
p.m.,
Club Central.
C· Global Places Series "Latvia and
the Baltic states/' lecture by Dr.
Guhdar Rudzitis, U. of Idaho, 7:30
p.m., Mary Grupe Center.
C· Live videoconference on "Funding
Educational Technology," 11 a.m.,
Library room 1 5 2.

friday: f eb. 2
C· Supper theater, "A .. My Name is
Alice," supper at 5:30 p.m., show at 7
p.m. Tower Theater, tickets $12.
C· Wrestling: CWU vs. Clackamas, 7
p.m., Nicholson Pavilion.
C· Dinner theater: "A ... My Name is
Alice," dinner at 6:30 p.m. and show
at 8 p.m. Tower Theater, $18.
C· A.A. meeting, noon, SUB 107.
C• "History of American Foreign
Policy in Cuba," panel discussion at 3
p.m., SUB 105. Sponsored by the
History Club.

p.m., Nicholson Pavilion.
C• Dinner theater: "A ... My Name is
Alice," dinner at 6:30 p.m. and show at
8 p.m. Tower Theater, $18.
C· Basketball: CWU vs. Seattle U., 7
p.m., Nicholson Pavilion.
C· Mission Ridge ski trip. Cost is $5.
Call Te~t-N Tube for details, 9633537.

Sunday: feb. 4
C· Brunch Matinee: "A ... My Name is
Alice," Brunch at noon and show at
1:30 p.m., Tower Theater, $1 2.
C· Catholic Campus Ministry, Mass, 7
p.m., Mary Grupe Center.
Monday: f eb. 5

Wednesday: feb. 7

C* KCAT meeting, 4 p.m., SUB Yakama

room.
C· "History of Philosophy in Education"
colloquium by Dr. James Cadello and
Dr. David Calhoun, 7 p.m., Randall room
117.
C· A.A. meeting, noon, SUB 107.
C· "Prescriptive Music in the Care of the
Dying" presentation, 7:30 p.m., Hal
Holmes Center, 2nd and Ruby.

THINK

Saturday: f eb. 3

tue.sday: f eb. 6
0 STEPS meeting, 5:30 p.m., Central
Counseling Center.
C· Chi Alpha Bible study, 7 p.m., Mary
Grupe Center.
C· Classic Film Series: "Curfew," 7
p.m., McConnell Auditorium. Tickets:
one for $2.50 or five for $7.50.
C• "Writing Effective Resumes"
workshop, 2 p:m., Shaw-Smyser, 109.
C· Relationships 101 :"Exploring the
Bonds of Love and Intimacy," 6 p.m.,
Barto hall.
C· Central Cares Volunteer Fair, 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the SUB. 24
agencies will be presenting volunteer
and internship opportunities.
C· "Writing Effective Resumes"
workshop, 3 p.m., Shaw-Smyser, 109.

tbursday: feb. 8
C· Women's Student Organization
meets 5 p.m., SUB 204.
0 Young Republicans Club meeting,
7 p.m., SUB 108.
0
"Writing Effective Resumes"
workshop, 4 p.m.) Shaw-Smyser, 109.
C· Exemption exams for Eng. 101 &
301, 3 p.m., LL41 5. Register in
English dept. office, LL423.

~WARl\I!!

C· Wrestling: CWU vs. Simon Fraser 4

Deadline for submi.s.sion.s to tbe Ob.server calendar i.s f riday at noon.
Phone: 963-1073 or f-moil u.s at Observer@cwu.edu.
CJntrctmurctl Sports Program

9ndoor.'l'wo ljall Soccer
'tournament

You Are Invited
to meet representatives from eight Northwest camps
on FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2nd, in the
SUB Pit Walle Area from 9:00 a:m.-2:00p.m.

· ]ebruar0 10, 1996
Nicholson Pavilion
]ietahouse
Six a side

2 balls in pla0

Sponsored By:

~

at nll time.

.Christian Camping International
Uniled SlllU Division

Men's, Women's and Co-Ed
Divisions
limited to the first eight
teams in each division

: ,(~ost:.: .$ .10~, oo per

·. _'. ,·.- ·, ·. · · tei1m ,·

(double elimination)

EXERCISE ISNT BORING AT

-The Cages

11~-~fl!IJJM~I
VIDEO GAMES
605 West 7th
962-6647

c '?vH1p at !Aniversit0
f(ecreation S!At3 212

8.00 am -5.DO pm
Monday - jriclay

r-----------------,I

I .
I
I
:

]or more information rnll 963-3512
last da0 to sign-up is jeb 9, 19 96 .

L

BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR

ONE FREE TOKEN
WORTH

20 PITCHES

I
I
:

and see what a great workout ·
___ ~wingin9!~atcan~~~~~d

~ PIAY BAIL! ~

The
Observer
Classifieds
EARN CASH

Tandem Jumps
Available

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES
Sign up now. Contact John Moser Jr.
925·1272

Owner/Operator

Leonard Kunz

RUBBER STAMP EXPRESSIONS rubber stamps/accessories, stencils, free
workshops. Biggest little store 413 N. Main 925-7505
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
for men and women. Hidden Valley Camp
inteNiewing on February 14. Make
appointment and get further information at
he Student Employment Office.

*GfXJI) FOR ANY MlllJWICH
(°' IOllM OR ~ HWln

*EKPIRE$ h8RVMY 21JTH

505 N. Pine
FAST FUNDRAISER .
._ call 925-SUBS for delivery i Raise $500 in 5 days--Greeks, groups,
r!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~.....J!:::========================-~~~-~-~-=!-~-~-=!-~-~-=~'~lclubs, motivated individuals. Fast, eai.y-no financial obligation. (800) 862-1982
Ext. 33. TIS 1698 Meadowood Lane,
Reno, NV 89502.

FIESTA
with College Tours in Mazatlan or Cabo
San Lucas for cheap! Be on the beach for
Spring '96. Call Howard at
1-800-395-4896 and ask about our
exclusive event packages.
YO!!!
Papers typed. Cheap, fast, short notice.
Other compute·r work, too.
962-7962. WRITE IT DOWNJ
(This is the right phone number)
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn up to $2,000+ per month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal & tull-tim~
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information, call
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60932
NATIONAL PARK JOBS·
Forestry workers, park rangers, firefighters,
lifeguards + volunteer and government ,
positions available at National Parks. _
Excellent benefits+ bonuses! Over 25,000
openings! For more info, call:
1-206-971-3620 ext. N60931.

Dexter's

not his usua1 se1r.

You suspect the

So

FREE FINANCIAL AID!
ver $6 Billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income. Let us help.
all Student Financial Servi'ces:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60932.

salsa.

you call Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back home.
The

(Too bad

Sign up for

Call

is

about the

~

COOL SUMMER JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $12/hr. + tips
orking at Resort Hotels, Theme Parks,
Ranches, & River Rafting companies
nationwide ..Call Resort Employment
Services 1-206-971 ·3600 ext. R60931.

cheap.·
consultation

fee.)

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-45/hr teaching basic
conversational english in Japan, Taiwan, or
S. Korea. No teaching background or
Asian languages required. For information
call (206) 971-3570 ext. J60931.

True Reach Savings~\, and save 25%

no ntatter who, how, when or where
you call in the U.S.

. - ' >::
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I NEED PEOPLE
I'm setting up interesting experimental art
p~otow~phy proi_e~t~. ,I ~~e,d you outgoing, energetic~ hi~ or·just
crazy. Call Mike Patnode: 925-9233.
\

·. your AT&Tphone bill-direct dial, calling e:1rd, directory assistance, locaf toll, cellular, fax and modem when you ~pend just $25 a month: No other plan gives you all these different ways to save:*
. Just caH _1 800TRUE-ATT to sign up: Save on every call. That's }f;mrTnw Choice:'~ 1
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EARN$$$
$1750 weekly possible mailing our
circulars. For info (301) 306-1207.
LOST
Sm. red beaded bracelet, sm. blue and
pink stones centered in middle. Lost
between Hogue Tech & Bouillion on
1/25/96. Sentimental value, please call
· Elene 925-4254.
FOREIGN STUDENTS I VISITORS
DV-1 Green Card Program available. .
1-800-660-7167 & (818) 772-7168.
#20231 Stagg, Winnetka, CA 91306.

AT&T
Your True Choice
"IM\:rs to I< mg lbUncc· calb hilkd to AT&T iltllne ''' ,-;1&T C1iling Card acrnunls. Disrnu111s off AT&T basic r:11c•s. Certain exclusions appil:

Sul~c·c1 to hilling a1·:1ilahili11: UflcT '"·ail:uilc· to residen~1I Al0.T rus10111ers: \linimum spcPding rc·qui1t·111c·111 i.' per 1csitkn1i;il \inc. ••c omp.lfcd 10 major long distance carrie,-,,.

ti l996 Al&T

to place

an ad,

call 963-lOd.61
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Michelle Lee Gehlman/ Photo editor

~entral Washington University would

like · to invite you to a special event
·in honor of the accomplishments
of the 1995 Football team.
ti n I

flt

h
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February 1st
Thur~day, 5:30 p.m.
Club Central
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Speakers will include:
Pres. Ivory Nelson
Coach Jeff Zenisek
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This was the first time CWU had ever qualified for the NAIA national championship
game in football and it was only the second time a CWU team had ever reached
a national championship game in a team sport.

Sponsored by ASCWU Student Activities and the Samuelson Union Building

